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propagates partially as a plane wave. And the effect of beam spread is smallest at centre, so 

the wave has an intensity distribution similar to Gaussian distribution.  From these 

assumptions it is possible to simplify the beam profile of UT probe as like as Fig. 2. This 

means that the beam path can be treated as a line if the maximum intensity is pursued for 

every reflection and that the beam can be treated as a plane wave at the inner area between 

dotted lines of Fig. 2. This assumption makes positioning of reflection very simple and easy. 

 

 

2.2 Finding 1/2 skip and 1 skip position 

 When ultrasonic testing is performed by angled beam method the information of the incident 

beam path must be determined. In that case the information of incident beam can be 

determined by the echoes from 1/2 skip and 1 skip path. For this a plate block which has 

rectangle edges at the end is useful. Fig. 3 shows how to get 1/2 skip and 1 skip positions. To 

find 1/2 skip position, find the echo of lower corner and determine the position where the 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of TOFD. Fig. 2. Simplified beam profile of UT probe. 

  

Fig. 3. Finding of 1/2 and 1 skip position. Fig. 4. Depth vs. echo position. 
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echo height is maximum by moving the probe forth and back. 1 skip position can be 

determined from the echo of upper corner as like as 1/2 skip position. If the flaw detector has 

function of peak memorizing, the function is very useful for this process. The screen of Fig. 3 

was produced by using the function of peak memorizing. In this process scaling of path is 

also possible. The screen of Fig. 3 shows the scaling that 1/2 skip is matched in 4 horizontal 

divisions. Fig. 4 shows the relation between position of echo and depth of reflection. The 

relation is proportional so it is possible to read the depth of reflection from the screen. 

 

2.3Detetmination of beam incident index and refraction angle 

A common method to find beam incident index is by using a standard reference block as 

shown at Fig. 5 (a). But in this case it is some difficult to find the refraction angle by using the 

standard reference block because the material of the block is not same as the material of 

target. On the other hand, if a block as shown at Fig. 5 (b) is used both of beam incident index 

and refraction angle can be determined. It is recommended that the block is made of same 

material as target and has rectangle corners. As described in 2.2 both positions of 1/2 skip and 

1 skip have to be found at first. After that the estimation of 1/2 skip distance can be estimated 

from the difference between the probe positions of 1/2 skip and 1 skip. The beam incident 

index can be marked at 1/2 skip distance from the edge of block when the probe is located on 

the 1/2 skip position. Now 1/2 skip distance (L) and thickness of the block (T) are known so 

the refraction angle can be calculated. 

β = tan
-1

 (L / T)                                                                                                           (1) 

β : refraction angle, L : 1/2 skip distance, and T : thickness 

 

 

2.4 Measuring of crack depth and crack height 

Commonly a crack is developed from surface and is growing into the material. Therefore 

almost crack generates both of corner echo and tip diffraction echo as like as Fig. 6 (a). The 

corner echo of a crack is some big and some clear, so finding corner echo is some easier. 

After finding the corner echo it is usually possible to find up tip diffraction echo of the crack 

by growing up the gain of flaw detector sufficiently and moving the probe forth and back. If 

the tip diffraction echo is founded, position and depth of the crack can be estimated. Fig. 6 (b) 

shows two kinds of crack sizing method. The upper is by using maximum echo height and the 

  

(a) By using standard reference block. (b) By using rectangle plate block. 

Fig. 5. Determination of beam incident index and refraction angle. 
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lower is by using the time difference between corner echo and tip diffraction echo. These two 

methods can be carried out at the same time and so are complementary. 

 

 

The location of crack tip is defined by distance and depth from beam incident index. In 

practice measuring of distance and depth with beam incident index is not convenient. Instead 

of it measuring with probe front is more convenient. Fig. 7 (a) shows the geometry at 1/2 skip 

position. The distance from front face of probe to the edge of block, LFC, can be measured on 

1/2 skip probe position. To estimate the position of crack tip the maximum echo of tip 

diffraction has to be searched. If it is done the horizontal distance from crack tip to 1/2 skip 

point, LTC, can be measure easily because the screen of flaw detector is scaled by 1/2 skip 

distance as like as Fig. 3. The horizontal distance from probe front to crack tip, LFT, is 

calculated by subtracting LTC from LFC. The depth of crack tip is proportional to the beam 

path to the crack also. So it is possible to get the depth of crack, ZST, and the height of crack, 

ZTC, from the screen of flaw detector almost directly. 

 

 

 

 

(a) Corner echo and tip diffraction echo. (b) Applicable methods. 

Fig. 6. Crack sizing by using tip diffraction echo. 

  

(a) Geometry at 1/2 skip position (b) Geometry related to the tip of a crack. 

Fig. 7. Locating of reflection position by finding maximum echo. 
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Fig. 8 shows the method how to estimate the height of crack by using the difference of beam 

paths to 1/2 skip point and to crack tip. As seen in Fig. 8 (a) the time difference of beam paths 

is affected by only crack height if the crack is upright. It comes from the fact that TdW equals 

TdR. To use this method the beam path must be known. The beam path of 1/2 skip (P1/2 skip) 

can be calculated by 1/2 skip distance (L) and thickness of the block (T). 

P1/2 skip = √�� � ��                                                                                                     (2) 

P1/2 skip : beam path of 1/2 skip, L : 1/2 skip distance, and T : thickness 

The calculated beam path of 1/2 skip (P1/2 skip) can be scaled by divisions of flaw detector 

screen and the beam path per division can be calculated. And so the difference of paths 

between corner echo and tip echo (Pd) can be got from the flaw detector screen by using these 

values. Finally the height of crack (HCrack) can be estimated by following equation.  

HCrack = Pd / cos β  = Pd • P1/2 skip / T                                                                          (3) 

P1/2 skip : beam path of 1/2 skip, β : refraction angle, and T : thickness 

Fig. 8 (b) shows the case of inclined crack. If the crack is inclined toward the probe the height 

of the crack seems to be higher. In contrast if the crack is inclined to far direction from the 

probe the height of the crack seems to be lower. Therefore inclination of crack must be 

checked when this method is used. But if both sides of a crack are accessible this method 

seems to be very clear. In Fig. 8 (b) the crack is assumed to be inclined to the left. The gray 

dot line represents mirror view of the crack when the probe is located on the right side of the 

crack. In this case following equations are useful to calculate the height of a crack.  

2Pd = PdL - PdR                                                                                                            (4)  

2Ld = 2Pd / sin β = ( PdL - PdR ) / sin β = ( PdL - PdR ) • P1/2 skip / L                             (5) 

HCrack = ( PdL - Pd ) / cos β = ( PdL + PdR ) / 2 cos β = ( PdL + PdR ) • P1/2 skip / 2T            (6) 

P1/2 skip : beam path of 1/2 skip, L : 1/2 skip distance, and T : thickness 

 

 

 

 

(a) Upright crack. (b) Inclined crack. 

Fig. 8. Estimation of crack height by using difference of beam paths. 
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3. Practice 

Fig. 9 shows the blocks which are used to provide the consideration of this paper. Each block 

has an artificial notch which resembles a crack. The heights of the notches are 7 mm, 10 mm, 

12.5 mm each.  Thickness of the blocks is 25 mm. The transducer used for the test has face of 

1/2” diameter and the nominal frequency of it is 2.25 MHz. And a wedge for 60 degree 

refraction is attached to the transducer. Fig. 10 shows the 1/2 skip position and the 1 skip 

position founded by the method as described in 2.2. In this case the distances from the wedge 

front to the block edge were 24 mm and 65 mm at each 1/2 and 1 skip position. And echo 

arriving times were 35 �s and 64 �s at each position. Therefore the 1/2 skip distance was 41 

mm, the refraction angle calculated by equation (1) was 59°, and the 1/2 skip beam path 

calculated by equation (2) was 48 mm. And the ratio of beam path vs. echo arriving time (R) 

was calculated by dividing 48 mm by 29 �s. The ratio was 1.66 mm/�s. 

 

 

Fig. 11 shows the screens captured at the times when the time difference between tip and 

corner echoes was measured. The time differences (Td) were 2.10 �s, 3.18 �s, 3.84 �s at each 

block. The path differences can be calculated by multiplying Td and R, and the results were 

3.49 mm, 5.27 mm, 6.33 mm at each block. Finally the crack heights calculated by equation 

(3) were 6.7 mm, 10.1 mm, 12.2 mm. These results were very satisfactory in comparison 

with real lengths. From these results the assumption that the ultrasonic sound generated by a 

UT probe propagates partially as like as a plane wave seems to be reasonable. In this study a 

pulser-receiver and an AD converter were used, so the measurement was performed in time 

scale. But in the case of flaw detector it can be done in length scale. 

 

  

Fig. 9. Blocks having artificial notch. Fig. 10. Determination of 1/2 skip distance. 

   

(a)� At 7 mm notch (b)� At 10 mm notch (c)� At 12.5 mm notch 

Fig. 11. Measuring of time difference between tip diffraction echo and corner echo. 
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4. Conclusion 

The Time Of Flight Diffraction (TOFD) is known as a very accurate and useful method of 

ultrasonic test. But to use the TOFD method some expansive and special device is required. 

In this study the methods which can be implemented by a convention flaw detector were 

suggested and were proved the applicability of them. The practices using these methods 

showed good results. But those results were gotten from artificial EDM notches. The 

artificial flaws have good condition for the ultrasonic test so there would be many problems 

when these methods are applied to real field. By the way when ultrasonic test is performed in 

the field several methods are applied complementarily in common. So although these 

methods are not perfect these methods can be used as simple and useful methods or as 

complementary methods in real field. 
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